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ABSTRACT

Power product-service system (power PSS), which combines industrial electric products with electric energy ser-
vices, is an effective solution for power enterprises under the background of the rapid development of power sys-
tems. In the life cycle of power PSS, evaluation decision of power PSS alternatives is of great significance for
subsequent implementation. To address the power PSS alternative evaluation problem, a power PSS evaluation
framework is explored driven by the big data of stakeholder comments. Based on the multi-stakeholder comments
of power PSS evaluation decision’s influence factors, the index system is constructed through analyzing and sum-
marizing the co-occurrence matrix and semantic network diagram of high-frequency words. To determine the
fuzzy index value of power PSS alternative, the stakeholders’ vague opinions expressed by trapezoidal fuzzy num-
ber are integrated by group decision method. Fuzzy concept is introduced into the classical Technique for Order
Preference by Similarity to an Ideal Solution (TOPSIS) method and fuzzy-TOPSIS method is put forward by using
the fuzzy index value. The improved TOPSIS is adopted to sequence the power PSS alternatives. The case of
power PSS evaluation of six alternatives for a power enterprise shows that the explored framework is effective
and can provide a feasible solution for power PSS alternative evaluation.
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1 Introduction

After first appearing in the mid-1990s, the concept of product service system (PSS) is getting more and
more attention. At the beginning of this century, the United Nations Environment Program (UNEP) reported
on the important role of PSS in sustainable development. Then PSS became one of the topics widely studied
and discussed by academics and industry in the world. By systematically integrating products and services,
PSS provides users with product functions rather than physical products to meet user needs, thereby
achieving value added and sustainability of production and consumption throughout the product life
cycle [1,2]. With the rapid development of power systems, the future grid companies are not only
suppliers of electricity, but also providers of energy product service systems, providing users with high-
quality power products services.

The service of power products, to a great extent, determines the position and value of power products in
the market, which is the concentrated embodiment of the core competitiveness of power enterprises. With the
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increasingly fierce market competition, power services have broken through the traditional sense of power
products subsidiary elements and become a key factor for enterprises to expand market space. Power
products and services promote each other and complement each other. Through the support of network
technology and infrastructure, the power product service system (power PSS) is formed in an integrated
way [3–6]. Power PSS has been widely used in enterprises because it provides an overall solution
including power products and services. However, due to the ambiguity and incompleteness of the
requirements expressed by power customers, as well as the deviation of power PSS designers’
understanding of customer requirements, a variety of alternatives are often produced in the design of
power PSS. Evaluating and selecting the alternatives objectively and reasonably are of great practical
significance to the subsequent and implementation stage of power PSS.

2 Related Works

Due to the lack of research on power PSS evaluation decision, we can learn from the study of PSS
evaluation decision as follows. In recent years, a series of related researches have been carried out on
PSS design scheme evaluation. Based on the classical fuzzy set and grey system theory, Alfian et al. [7]
proposed a design scheme evaluation method based on multi-level comprehensive attribute indexes
such as service quality, customer satisfaction and maintainability. Chou et al. [8] combined fuzzy
comprehensive evaluation with classification algorithm, and proposed a fuzzy classification
comprehensive evaluation model of product scheme, striving to make the evaluation model more practical
and reliable. Xia et al. [9] established the evaluation index system of product performance, economy,
safety, reliability and environmental adaptability, determined the weight value of attribute index by using
analytic hierarchy process (AHP), and combined with Technique for Order Preference by Similarity to
Ideal Solution (TOPSIS) for scheme evaluation and decision-making. Wang et al. [10] used fuzzy Delphi
method to determine the attribute index weight of product service implementation process system, and
combined with Fuzzy AHP and fuzzy TOPSIS model, the effective evaluation of design scheme was
realized. Fang et al. [11] constructed a multi-attribute evaluation system for complex mechanical and
electrical product system. After determining the attribute weight through rough set knowledge rules, the
fuzzy uncertain language was used to synthesize the attribute values, so as to evaluate the design scheme.
In order to fully express the intention of decision makers in the process of service evaluation, Chen et al.
[12] established a mixed uncertainty index model with fuzziness and randomness, and proposed an
information axiom scheme evaluation method under the mixed uncertainty conditions of system and
design range of random and fuzzy variables respectively. In order to deal with fuzzy service indexes
effectively, Zuo et al. [13] proposed an evaluation method combining information axiom and intuitionistic
fuzzy sets, and compared the information quantity of schemes without considering the weight of
decision-making indexes, and then determined the optimal product service system scheme.

In essence, the design scheme evaluation of power PSS is a group collaborative decision-making process
with multi-attribute index under uncertain environment. At present, although some scholars have carried out
in-depth research on this issue and have achieved phased results, they are inevitably biased in the treatment of
some basic problems as follows. On one hand, the construction of the index system is mostly from the
perspective of researchers’ literature research or subjective judgment, and lack of mining social network
and big data related to power PSS. The development of big data technology has a profound impact on
social economy and governance mode [14–17]. In recent years, some scholars have applied network data
mining methods to quality monitoring, government decision-making and other fields. Cai et al. [16]
proposed that enterprises can obtain competitive intelligence by using network technology and data
mining technology, thus providing valuable information for enterprise decision-making. Tijis et al. [14]
proposed that mining valuable information from a large number of data is very important to improve
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enterprise profitability and customer satisfaction. These studies provide a reference for the construction of
index system of power PSS evaluation by mining user review big data.

On the other hand, the traditional alternatives evaluation methods mainly include TOPSIS [18], VIKOR
[19] and AHP [20]. Among these research, TOPSIS is a typical method for multi-attribute evaluation. In
classical TOPSIS, object’s closeness, which is calculated by Euclidean distances between the evaluation
object and the two ideal points, is used as the basis of evaluation. However, the objects on the
perpendicular bisector of two ideal points have the same closeness and cannot be distinguished by
classical TOPSIS. Therefore, classical TOPSIS needs to be improved to evaluate the power PSS.

To solve the above problems, this paper is geared to the needs of the practical engineering problems in
power PSS, proposes a big data driven framework of power PSS evaluation. The index system is constructed
through mining user review big data, which are collected from the multi-stakeholder comments about the
influence factors of power PSS evaluation. Then, the vague opinions of power PSS alternative’s
performance on evaluation index from multiple stakeholders are expressed by trapezoidal fuzzy number
and integrated to calculate the fuzzy index value. Lastly, fuzzy index value is introduced into classical
TOPSIS and a fuzzy-TOPSIS method is put forward, which is adopted to evaluate the power PSS
alternatives and select the optimal one.

3 Research Architecture

The research architecture of the proposed big data driven framework of power PSS evaluation is shown
in Fig. 1 which is divided into four layers.

The four layers of the research architecture are explained from down to up as follows:

1. Stakeholder layer. In this layer, multiple stakeholders are divided into several categories which
include power PSS user, power PSS design engineer, power PSS entrepreneur, user demand
analyst, social and environmental researcher, etc.

2. Data layer. On one hand, by web crawler tool the big data resource from the perspective of multiple
stakeholders is collected from online discussion, forum topic, random investigation, telephone
interview. On the other hand, the opinions of alternatives’ performance on each index are
collected which are represented in fuzzy number form by expert vague assessment.

3. Approach layer. The multi-perspective review big data is processed through word segmentation and
concept processing to construct the index system. Then the index value of power PSS alternative is
determined by the integration of multiple stakeholders’ vague assessment opinions, which are
expressed by fuzzy numbers. In the end, a fuzzy-TOPSIS method is put forward and adopted to
evaluate the power PSS alternatives based on the index system.

4. Alternative layer. There are several feasible power PSS alternatives to be evaluated. Through power
PSS evaluation, the optimal power PSS alternative will be selected, which is important for the later
implementation of power PSS.

4 Index System of Power PSS Evaluation

Forum topic, online discussion and user comment are typical channels that include multi-stakeholder
review big data. Web crawler is used for collecting these big data about power PSS evaluation [21–25].
Then, concept processing and word segmentation processing are implemented by text analysis and word
frequency statistics is carried out. Absolutely, the words with no actual meaning or obvious direction
should be deleted. As a result, 90 high-frequency words are screened. Top 10 of them are shown in Fig. 2.
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In big data technology, the correlation relationship between two high-frequency words is expressed by
co-occurrence matrix. If the value of the intersection of two high-frequency words is bigger, the correlation
relationship between them is stronger.

Based on high-frequency word analysis, we obtain the co-occurrence matrix of high-frequency words.
The co-occurrence matrix of top 10 high-frequency words is shown in Fig. 3.
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Figure 1: Research architecture of big data driven framework of power PSS evaluation
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Figure 2: High-frequency words and their frequency (top 10)
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The semantic network diagram of top 30 high-frequency words, which is shown in Fig. 4, is obtained by
social network analysis [22–25].

Through analysing the matrix of co-occurrence times of high-frequency words (Fig. 3) and the semantic
network diagram of high-frequency words (Fig. 4), the text data of high-frequency words are abstracted.
After that the high-frequency words with the same attribute are summarized and classified. At last, every
high-frequency word is classified into a type, which is an index. The indexes (I1−I19 in Fig. 5) can be
aggregated ulteriorly into five attributes. The index system of power PSS evaluation decision is shown
in Fig. 5.
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Figure 3: The matrix of co-occurrence times of top 10 high-frequency words

Figure 4: The semantic network diagram of top 30 high-frequency words
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5 Index Value Determination

Expert assessment method is usually used to determinate the index value of power PSS alternative. The
performance of power PSS alternative on each index can be assessed by the stakeholders. However, the
assessment opinion of stakeholder is always ambiguous and unclear. At this time, using exact number to
represent the assessment opinion of stakeholder is unreasonable. In this paper, trapezoidal fuzzy number
is chosen to replace exact number for the expression of assessment opinion of stakeholder [18]. Based on
the arithmetic operation rules of trapezoid fuzzy number, the typical 9-scale assessment opinions and their
exact values are converted into trapezoid fuzzy number as shown in Table 1.

It is assumed that q experts (stakeholders) assess the performance of p power PSS alternatives on
every index.
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Figure 5: The index system of power PSS evaluation decision
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Stakeholder rð1 � r � qÞ assesses the performance of alternative sð1 � s � pÞ on index Iið1 � i � NÞ
and N = 19) and the assessment result is one of the assessment opinions in Table 1 which is corresponding to
trapezoid fuzzy number ~xrs;i ¼ ðars;i; brs;i; crs;i; drs;iÞ. By aggregating the assessment opinions of all q
stakeholders, the group decision assessment value, which is also the index value of alternative
sð1 � s � pÞ on index Ii, is calculated as follows:

~xs;i ¼ ðas;i; bs;i; cs;i; ds;iÞ (1)

In Eq. (1), as;i ¼
Pq

r¼1 a
r
s;i

.
q; bs;i ¼

Pq
r¼1 b

r
s;i

.
q; cs;i ¼

Pq
r¼1 c

r
s;i

.
q; ds;i ¼

Pq
r¼1 d

r
s;i

.
q.

After calculating the fuzzy index values of all power PSS alternatives on each index, the fuzzy index
value matrix is obtained as ~X ¼ ~xs;i

� �
p�N in which ~xs;i ¼ ðas;i; bs;i; cs;i; ds;iÞ.

6 Power PSS Alternative Evaluation by Fuzzy-TOPSIS

An improved TOPSIS by using fuzzy index value is put forward for power PSS alternative evaluation.
The following is the detailed process of power PSS alternative evaluation by fuzzy-TOPSIS.

In fuzzy index value matrix ~X ¼ ~xs;i
� �

p�N ,
~X s ¼ ~xs;1;~xs;2;…;~xs;N

� �
represents power PSS alternative s.

~X ¼ ~xs;i
� �

p�N can be divided into four sub-matrices as follows:

A ¼ as;i
� �

p�N (2)

B ¼ bs;i
� �

p�N (3)

C ¼ cs;i
� �

p�N (4)

D ¼ ds;i
� �

p�N (5)

In sub-matrix A ¼ as;i
� �

p�N , the positive ideal point and the negative ideal point are as follows:

Aþ ¼ aþ1 ; a
þ
2 ;…; aþi ;…; aþN

� �
(6)

Table 1: Trapezoid fuzzy number corresponding to typical 9-scale assessment opinions and exact values

Trapezoid fuzzy number Typical 9-scale assessment

Assessment opinion Exact value

(4, 17/3, 9, 9) Best (AO1) 9

(7/3, 3, 17/3, 9) Better (AO2) 7

(3/2, 13/7, 3, 4) Little better (AO3) 5

(1, 11/9, 13/7, 7/3) Good (AO4) 3

(1, 1, 1, 1) Medium (AO5) 1

(3/7, 7/13, 9/11, 1) Bad (AO6) 1/3

(1/4, 1/3, 7/13, 3/2) Litter worse (AO7) 1/5

(1/9, 3/17, 1/3, 3/7) Worse (AO8) 1/7

(1/9, 1/9, 3/17, 1/4) Worst (AO9) 1/9
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A� ¼ a�1 ; a
�
2 ;…; a�i ;…; a�N

� �
(7)

In Eqs. (6) and (7), aþi ¼ maxfa1;i; a2;i;…; ap;ig and a�i ¼ minfa1;i; a2;i;…; ap;ig.
For As ¼ as;1; as;2;…; as;N

� �
, the distances from it to positive ideal point Aþ and negative ideal point

A�are as follows:

disAs;þ ¼
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
XN
i¼1

ðas;i � aþi Þ2
vuut (8)

disAs;� ¼
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
XN
i¼1

ðas;i � a�i Þ2
vuut (9)

Similarly, the distances from Bs it to Bþ and B�are obtained as disBs;þ and disBs;�respectively, the
distances from Cs it to Cþ and C� are obtained as disCs;þ and disCs;� respectively, and the distances
from Ds it to Dþ and D�are obtained as disDs;þ and disDs;� respectively. Here, Bs ¼ bs;1; bs;2;…; bs;N

� �
,

Cs ¼ cs;1; cs;2;…; cs;N
� �

and Ds ¼ ds;1; ds;2;…; ds;N
� �

; Bþ and B� are positive ideal point and the negative

ideal point in sub-matrix B ¼ bs;i
� �

p�N , C
þ and C� are positive ideal point and the negative ideal point

in sub-matrix C ¼ cs;i
� �

p�N , and Dþ and D� are positive ideal point and the negative ideal point in sub-
matrix D ¼ ds;i

� �
p�N .

Therefore, the distances in trapezoid fuzzy number form from ~X s to positive ideal point and negative
ideal point are obtained respectively as follows:

~ds;þ ¼ ðdisAs;þ; disBs;þ; disCs;þ; disDs;þÞ (10)

~ds;� ¼ ðdisAs;�; disBs;�; disCs;�; disDs;�Þ (11)

Then, through the gravity centre form transformation of trapezoid fuzzy number, ~ds;þ and ~ds;� are
converted into the real number form as follows:

ds;þ ¼ ½ðdisCs;þÞ2 þ ðdisCs;þÞðdisDs;þÞ þ ðdisDs;þÞ2� � ½ðdisAs;þÞ2 þ ðdisAs;þÞðdisBs;þÞ þ ðdisBs;þÞ2�
3½ðdisCs;þ þ disDs;þÞ � ðdisAs;þ þ disBs;þÞ� (12)

ds;� ¼ ½ðdisCs;�Þ2 þ ðdisCs;�ÞðdisDs;�Þ þ ðdisDs;�Þ2� � ½ðdisAs;�Þ2 þ ðdisAs;�ÞðdisBs;�Þ þ ðdisBs;�Þ2�
3½ðdisCs;� þ disDs;�Þ � ðdisAs;� þ disBs;�Þ� (13)

At last, the closeness of power PSS alternative s is obtained as follows:

fs ¼ ds;�

ds;þ þ ds;�
(14)

According to the arranging rule of TOPSIS [18], all evaluation objects are arranged according to
their closeness values. If a power PSS alternative has the biggest closeness value, it will be arranged at
the first position. This means that it is the best alternative. Therefore, the power PSS alternative
evaluation is achieved.
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7 Case Study

In order to promote the development of its power product and further enter the global market, improve
product competitiveness and achieve sustainable development, a power enterprise construct its power PSS.
In the design stage, several feasible power PSS alternatives are determined in the research and development
process. These alternatives need to be evaluated to concentrate multiple resources to ensure the effective
implementation of power PSS. There are six power PSS alternatives, which are P1–P6. They are
evaluated according to the proposed framework as follows:

The stakeholder group (50 persons) consists of 10 power PSS users, 10 user demand analysts, 10 power
PSS entrepreneurs, 10 social and environmental researchers and 10 power PSS design engineers. They carry
out fuzzy assessment of the six power PSS alternatives, and use trapezoid fuzzy numbers to express their
assessment opinions on the index value.

For example, to the performance of P1 on index I1, 3 stakeholders thinks ‘Best (AO1)’, 1 stakeholder
thinks ‘Better (AO2)’, 5 stakeholders think ‘Little Better (AO3)’, 17 stakeholders think ‘Good (AO4)’,
1 stakeholder thinks ‘Medium (AO5)’, 9 stakeholders think ‘Bad (AO6)’, 10 stakeholders think ‘Litter
worse (AO7)’, 1 stakeholder thinks ‘Worse (AO8)’ and 3 stakeholders think ‘Worst (AO9)’. The fuzzy
comment statistics of P1 on all 19 indexes is shown in Table 2.

Table 2: The fuzzy comment statistics of P1

Best
(AO1)

Better
(AO2)

Little better
(AO3)

Good
(AO4)

Medium
(AO5)

Bad
(AO6)

Litter worse
(AO7)

Worse
(AO8)

Worst
(AO9)

I1 3 1 5 17 1 9 10 1 3

I2 20 2 1 7 6 0 6 0 8

I3 5 1 3 12 3 9 5 8 4

I4 7 5 4 3 5 1 7 2 16

I5 2 10 5 0 3 12 0 4 14

I6 1 8 3 2 4 1 14 0 17

I7 21 2 13 2 0 4 1 4 3

I8 12 4 3 0 12 6 1 7 5

I9 7 1 17 2 13 1 1 5 3

I10 4 6 4 6 3 13 0 2 12

I11 2 3 0 2 15 0 10 17 1

I12 31 6 4 1 3 0 1 3 1

I13 0 10 13 2 5 6 7 4 3

I14 12 15 2 0 0 5 6 4 6

I15 4 24 5 1 1 0 7 3 5

I16 0 5 3 14 7 9 2 6 4

I17 1 0 6 9 5 6 0 1 22

I18 2 4 0 1 0 2 12 5 24

I19 6 17 0 2 1 9 3 6 6
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According to Eq. (1), the fuzzy index value of P1 is calculated. Similarly, the fuzzy index values of other
five power PSS alternatives are calculated. The fuzzy index value matrix ~X ¼ ~xs;i

� �
6�19 is shown in Fig. 6.

Then according to Eqs. (2)–(5), ~X ¼ ~xs;i
� �

6�19 is divided into four sub-matrices as A ¼ as;i
� �

6�19,
B ¼ bs;i

� �
6�19, C ¼ cs;i

� �
6�19 and D ¼ ds;i

� �
6�19. For example, A ¼ as;i

� �
6�19 is shown in Fig. 7.

According to Eqs. (6) and (7), the positive ideal point and the negative ideal point in sub-matrix
A ¼ as;i

� �
6�19 are as follows:

Aþ ¼½1:4265; 1:8151; 1:6828; 1:4333; 1:8367; 1:8275; 1:9439; 1:1023; 2:0311; 1:7986; 1:5971; 1:3089;
1:3741; 2:2582; 1:5598; 2:1516; 1:5078; 1:3152; 2:9739�:

A� ¼½0:7069; 0:6926; 0:3656; 0:6510; 0:6425; 0:5083; 1:0730; 0:8636; 0:8079; 0:8059; 0:6445; 0:6040;
0:7797; 0:5451; 0:6010; 0:5972; 0:4732; 0:6686; 0:8565�:

According to Eqs. (8) and (9), the distances from A1 to positive ideal point Aþ and negative ideal point
A� are obtained as disA1;þ = 3.0677 and disA1;� = 2.8101, respectively. Similarly, the distances from B1 it to
Bþ and B� are obtained as disB1;þ = 4.4286 and disB1;� = 3.8319, respectively, the distances from C1 it to Cþ

and C� are obtained as disC1;þ = 7.3943 and disC1;� = 6.3951, respectively, and the distances from D1 it to
Dþ and D� are obtained as disD1;þ ¼ 8:5382 disD1;þ = 8.5382 and disD1;� = 7.6926, respectively.

Therefore, according to Eqs. (10) and (11) the distances in trapezoid fuzzy number form from
~X 1 to positive ideal point and negative ideal point are obtained as ~d1;þ ¼ 3:0677; 4:4286; 7:3943;ð
8:5382Þ ~d1;þ = (3.0677, 4.4286, 7.3943, 8.5382) and ~d1;� = (2.8101, 3.8319, 6.3951, 7.6926)
respectively. Through the gravity centre form transformation of trapezoid fuzzy number, according to
Eqs. (12) and (13) ~d1;þ and ~d1;� are converted into the real number form as ~d1;þ = 5.8518 and
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Figure 7: The sub-matrix A ¼ as;i
� �
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1.3741,1.8823,3.0105,3.2800
1.3662,1.7566,3.0734,4.4131
1.0324,1.2987,1.9339,2.1943
1.6385,2.1660,3.5096,4.2567
1.5078,1.8922,3.3322,5.0707
0.7887,0.9529,1.4878,2.2133
1.0624,1.3171,2.0295,2.7155

1.1876,1.5250,2.4156,2.9800
1.1448,1.4333,2.1884,2.6193
1.0644,1.3592,2.2236,2.9179
0.6510,0.7942,1.2592,1.7431
0.9983,1.2624,2.0904,3.0005
1.8275,2.4750,3.9778,4.5076
1.0730,1.3918,2.1471,2.4376
1.0032,1.2424,2.0375,3.0150
0.8849,1.1870,1.9065,2.3593
1.3952,1.8568,2.8265,3.2483
1.5971,2.0628,3.4560,4.7333
0.6040,0.7797,1.3400,2.0281
1.0074,1.2422,1.9644,2.8286
1.2658,1.6176,2.7613,3.9329
0.7911,1.0214,1.5909,1.8702
1.3852,1.8465,3.0465,3.7581
1.1544,1.4953,2.5114,3.6238
0.9802,1.1598,1.8523,2.7193
1.2604,1.5728,2.7741,4.4093

1.0987,1.3638,2.2984,3.4126
1.8151,2.4556,4.1743,5.3643
1.6828,2.1919,3.9102,5.7674
0.8527,1.0340,1.6296,2.2448
0.6425,0.7732,1.1568,1.4186
0.5083,0.6636,1.1305,1.6895
1.4521,1.9203,3.3417,4.6048
0.8636,1.1165,1.7962,2.2814
0.8079,0.9447,1.3291,1.6307
1.7549,2.2546,3.9655,5.7552
0.6445,0.8339,1.4121,2.3702
1.1440,1.4542,2.5687,3.9217
0.8683,1.0865,1.6561,2.1538
1.3678,1.7294,2.7778,3.5898
0.8006,1.0551,1.7510,2.5224
1.3011,1.6542,2.5953,3.3362
0.4732,0.6271,1.0076,1.4564
0.6686,0.8175,1.3013,2.1705
0.8565,1.0655,1.6161,2.2152

0.7069,0.8767,1.4179,2.0912
1.4561,1.9309,3.0428,3.5576
1.0071,1.2934,2.0659,2.5240
1.1978,1.5754,2.5330,3.2495
1.8367,2.5453,4.0837,4.4583
1.6093,2.1702,3.4368,3.7883
1.3908,1.8207,3.0500,4.2405
0.9327,1.1951,1.8770,2.4369
2.0311,2.7727,4.3595,4.7067
0.9655,1.2588,1.9676,2.3586
1.1569,1.5153,2.4396,3.0471
0.9795,1.2468,2.1258,2.9643
0.7797,0.9755,1.6481,2.5583
2.2582,3.1023,4.9744,5.4326
1.5598,2.0585,3.2066,3.5950
1.4480,1.8354,2.7987,3.2612
1.0425,1.3423,2.1913,2.7971
0.7300,0.8844,1.2988,1.7440
2.9739,4.1258,6.6314,7.1474

1.2923,1.6345,2.5459,3.1702
0.6926,0.8280,1.2752,1.7262
1.2266,1.5434,2.5567,3.4933
1.0034,1.2981,2.0333,2.4510
0.9783,1.2166,1.8385,2.2357
1.2139,1.5645,2.4129,2.9536
1.4047,1.8068,3.0007,3.9562
1.1023,1.3982,2.2113,2.8167
1.0182,1.3526,2.1608,2.5455
0.8059,1.0510,1.6350,2.1440
1.3502,1.7701,2.9460,3.8617
1.0326,1.3750,2.2278,2.6971
1.1360,1.4403,2.4377,3.5293
0.5451,0.6364,0.9119,1.2238
1.1213,1.4501,2.2870,2.7424
0.5972,0.7956,1.3002,1.5500
1.0890,1.3940,2.2273,2.8824
1.3152,1.7191,2.6582,3.2919
0.9221,1.2191,2.0088,2.5802

1.4265,1.8597,2.9306,3.4260
1.6198,2.2342,3.5543,3.8260
0.8030,0.9982,1.5883,2.3286
1.3463,1.7575,2.9222,3.7626
0.9075,1.1321,1.6684,1.9560
1.1218,1.4023,2.3009,3.3129
1.2753,1.6657,2.7556,3.5850
0.9613,1.1204,1.6413,2.1750
1.0503,1.3238,2.1513,2.8379
1.7986,2.4448,3.9143,4.3319
1.5544,1.9645,3.3551,4.8005
1.3089,1.7244,2.7793,3.6383
0.9597,1.1974,1.9987,2.7860
0.8845,1.1547,1.8738,2.6174
0.6010,0.7526,1.1853,1.5126
2.1516,2.9265,4.6647,5.1298
0.8691,1.0806,1.8022,2.8036
0.8395,1.0251,1.5824,2.1176
0.8707,1.0404,1.5180,2.1245

TX =

P1 P2 P3 P4 P5 P6

∼

Figure 6: The fuzzy index value matrix ~X ¼ ~xs;i
� �

6�19
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~d1;� = 5.1896, respectively. At last, according to Eq. (14) the closeness of P1 is obtained as f1 = 0.4700.
The detailed calculation data of six power PSS alternatives is shown in Table 3.

According to the arranging rule of TOPSIS, six power PSS alternatives are arranged as P4 > P1 > P2 >
P6 > P3 > P5. P4 is the best power PSS alternative.

In order to verify the feasibility of the proposed fuzzy-TOPSIS method and the advanced nature
compared with other related methods, the calculation results of the proposed fuzzy-TOPSIS are compared
with those of other related methods (TOPSIS [18], improved TOPSIS based on vertical distance [26] and
improved TOPSIS based on angle measurement [27]) as shown in Fig. 8.

As shown Fig. 8, the calculation results of the proposed fuzzy-TOPSIS and TOPSIS are same, so the
correctness of the proposed method can be verified. Because it has been verified that TOPSIS has
obvious shortcomings, it is not recommended in many decision-making scenarios. The general trend of
the calculation results of four methods is mainly consistent, in which P4 and P1 are the top two power
PSS alternatives while P3 and P5 are the last two power PSS alternatives. However, by improved
TOPSIS based on vertical distance [26] the closeness value of P2 and P6 are 0.5098 and 0.5439 (Fig. 8),
which is contradicts other three methods. By improved TOPSIS based on angle measurement [27] the
closeness of P3 and P6 are equal (0.5003 in Fig. 8) and the ranking of them cannot be implemented. As
can be seen, improved TOPSIS based on vertical distance [26] and improved TOPSIS based on angle
measurement [27] cannot satisfy the sorting decision-making requirements in some special cases.
According to Fig. 8, the proposed fuzzy-TOSIS method can overcome the shortcomings of improved
TOPSIS based on vertical distance [26] and improved TOPSIS based on angle measurement [27].

Table 3: The detailed calculation data of six power PSS alternatives

Distance in trapezoid fuzzy number form Distance in real number form Closeness Rank

To positive ideal point To negative ideal point To positive
ideal point

To negative
ideal point

P1 (3.0677, 4.4286,
7.3943, 8.5382)

(2.8101, 3.8319,
6.3951, 7.6926)

5.8518 5.1896 0.4700 2

P2 (3.2274, 4.6766,
7.4128, 7.7608)

(2.4543, 3.2782,
5.4927, 6.8621)

5.7467 4.5369 0.4412 3

P3 (3.8292, 5.4677,
8.8714, 9.1701)

(2.3969, 3.1974,
5.8014, 8.2745)

6.8099 4.9713 0.4220 5

P4 (1.9861, 2.8140,
4.7721, 6.7630)

(3.9181, 5.5786,
9.0987, 9.3628)

4.1243 6.9646 0.6281 1

P5 (3.8998, 5.5498,
9.0873, 10.2724)

(1.9777, 2.6140,
4.2210, 4.8977)

7.1913 3.4285 0.3228 6

P6 (3.4128, 4.9431,
8.1242, 8.6058)

(2.7692, 3.7809,
6.1547, 6.9212)

6.2505 4.9009 0.4395 4
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8 Conclusions

Power PSS is an important way for the combination of industrial electric products and electric energy
services to meet the diversified needs of users and improve the competitiveness of enterprises. The design
scheme evaluation of power PSS is a complex decision-making problem, involving two levels: multi-
attribute index evaluation and group collaborative evaluation. This paper aims at the worth-discussed
problems in the existing research and proposes a big data driven framework for power PSS evaluation.
The feasibility and effectiveness of proposed power PSS evaluation framework are proved by the case in
a power enterprise. Through analysis and comparison with other related methods, it is proved that the
calculation results is trustable and the big data driven framework for power PSS evaluation proposed in
this paper can overcome the shortcomings of the existing methods and accurately select the best power
PSS alternative. The index system based on big data from stakeholder comments is more suitable for
practical decision-making scenarios, and can improve the rationality and authenticity of decision-making.
The limitation of this paper is mainly that the indexes of power PSS evaluation are not completely
independent but related. In future the theory of complex networks or analytic network process (ANP) will
be used for reference to build index network model and determine the index weight in future research. In
addition, fuzzy sets, fuzzy rough sets, vague sets, intuitionistic fuzzy sets and other uncertain information
processing methods in artificial intelligence can be introduced into the framework of this paper.
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